
Step-By-Step Tutorial to Make Felt Icecream
On The Cone
Immerse yourself in the delightful world of felt crafting as we embark on a
sweet adventure to create charming felt ice cream cones. With this
comprehensive guide, you'll master the art of transforming colorful felt into
realistic miniature treats. Gather your supplies and let's dive into the world
of felt ice cream wonders!
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Materials You'll Need

Felt in various colors (for ice cream flavors and cones)

Scissors

Fabric glue

Stuffing material (e.g., cotton balls, fiberfill)

Toothpick or skewer
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Optional: Embroidery thread, needle, and small beads for
embellishments

Step 1: Create the Ice Cream Scoop

Cone Ice Cream:
1. Cut a circle from felt in your desired ice cream flavor. 2. Fold the circle in
half, then in half again to form a cone shape. 3. Glue the edges together to
secure the cone shape.

Round Ice Cream Scoop:
1. Cut two circles from felt in the same color. 2. Place the two circles on top
of each other, slightly offset. 3. Sew or glue around the edges, leaving a
small opening. 4. Fill the scoop with stuffing material and sew or glue the
opening closed.

Oval Ice Cream Scoop:
1. Cut an oval shape from felt. 2. Fold the oval in half lengthwise. 3. Sew or
glue the edges together, leaving the top open. 4. Fill the scoop with stuffing
material and sew or glue the top closed.

Step 2: Make the Felt Cone

1. Cut a triangle from brown or waffle-patterned felt. 2. Roll up the triangle
tightly to form a cone shape. 3. Secure the cone with glue or a few stitches
at the bottom. 4. Optional: Cut a strip of felt to wrap around the top rim of
the cone for added detail.

Step 3: Assemble the Ice Cream Cone

1. Apply a generous amount of glue to the bottom of the ice cream scoop.
2. Place the scoop on top of the cone, pressing it down firmly. 3. Hold the



cone upright until the glue dries completely.

Step 4: Add Embellishments (Optional)

1. Use embroidery thread to add sprinkles or whipped cream to the ice
cream scoop. 2. Stitch on small beads to create a cherry or chocolate
chips. 3. Create a felt waffle cone by cutting small squares of felt and gluing
them onto the cone.

Congratulations! You've successfully crafted an adorable felt ice cream
cone that will bring a touch of sweetness to your day. Whether you use it as
a unique décor piece, a playful toy, or a gift, your felt ice cream creation is
sure to spread joy and inspire creativity.

So, grab your felt supplies, follow these step-by-step instructions, and
embark on a delightful crafting journey to create a world of felt ice cream
wonders. Let your imagination soar and enjoy the process of turning
colorful felt into charming miniature treats!
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An Extensive Guide to Road Races in the
Southern United States: Discover the Scenic
Routes, Elevation Challenges, and Post-Race
Festivities
Welcome to the vibrant world of Southern road racing! The Southern
United States is a treasure trove of captivating races that offer a unique
blend...

How to Create Your Cosmetic Brand in 7 Steps:
A Comprehensive Guide
The cosmetic industry is booming, with an estimated global market size
of over $532 billion. If you're passionate about beauty and have a knack
for entrepreneurship,...
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